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Sustainability;    It’s  not a whole new world .                   Coral Mountain  

                           Let’s look after the one we’ve got.       (0113) 289 2208 

                    improve@coralmountain.co.uk  

Coral Mountain is a privately owned business based near Wetherby, West Yorkshire.  

It is an environmental consultancy business which; 

 Develops and delivers Sustainability Programmes for companies and other organisations 

 Focusses on engaging people, behaviour and communication planning in relation to reducing 

environmental impact. 

 

Coral Mountain’s aim is to encourage others to reduce their environmental impact through the services we 

deliver. We are committed to reducing our own environmental impact and believe in a ‘do as I do’ strategy, 

aiming to lead by example wherever possible. We are committed to continual improvement, pledging to; 

 Source sustainable products and balance controlling reduced quantities purchased with cost 

 Travel by public transport - mainly bus, also train when feasible and alternatively plan efficient journeys  

 Print only when necessary, (eg final versions), double sided and turn off computers and other 

equipment when not in use,  

 Use not toxic cleaning products, avoiding bleach 

 Avoid, redirect and recycle waste wherever possible 

 Review retro-fitting sustainability opportunities for the building to improve energy efficiency 

 Purchase renewable energy 

 Encourage those around us to make sustainable decisions 

 Ensure compliance with all current environmental regulation 

 Measure and 
o reduce car miles as a proportion of business mileage,  
o reduce paper usage overall and paper usage per delegate per event 
o reduce waste generated overall and increase percentage recycled. 

 
Coral Mountain is has achieved Silver certification with iiE (Investors in the Environment) and is currently 
working towards achieving Green certification as the business has now been trading long enough to do so.  
 
Coral Mountain will make this Environmental Policy available on the website www.coralmountain.co.uk.  
The policy will be shared with employees.  Access to a printed copy is available on request.  

 The policy will be reviewed six monthly.  

 Michelle Marks, the business owner is responsible for implementing and updating the policy and 
ensuring Coral Mountain continues to reduce our environmental impact.  

Signed:     Date: 20th Nov 2018 

  
Michelle Marks 
Business Owner 
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